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Abstract

In this paper, we argue for a new approach to reliable transport protocols in which connections are established between endpoints in a generic content-based network. In such a network, endpoints are named by content and mapped to host addresses using a content-based location and routing scheme.

We identify two key design principles for autonomous protocols: (i) an endpoint name space decoupled from the network host address space and (ii) relaxed end-to-end semantics, which allows intermediate nodes in the network to be dynamically involved in the transport. We use these principles to propose a transport protocol with dynamic connection splitting for reliable communication in content-based networks.

Autonomous transport layer protocols decouple communication endpoints from the network addressing and routing, therefore they are particularly suitable for handling endpoint mobility. They can be deployed in a wide range of architectures, from networks of embedded systems or sensors to overlay networks over the Internet.

1 Introduction

There is an increasing gap between the traditional transport protocols designed for the Internet-based communication and the characteristics of emerging nonconventional network architectures and networking applications. Recent technology advances allow building networks of small devices with powerful computing and communication capabilities. Notable examples which have stimulated research in the recent past are ad hoc networks of mobile computing devices, networks of embedded systems, and sensor networks [13, 10, 16]. Another example is the recent explosion in peer-to-peer computing over the Internet leading to the development of overlay networks with discovery and routing infrastructures over IP [21, 17, 25, 18].

In the following, we use the term content-based network (CBN) to designate an endpoint name space $E$ (e.g., defined by properties, attributes or content), in which location and routing operations are defined. A content-based network is mapped into an underlying host network $H$ by the application that builds the CBN (Figure 1). This mapping can be dynamic as content can move or disappear from a host. Examples of CBNs and their applications are: (i) $E$ can be a set of geographic regions and $H$ a set of cars (with network connectivity) crossing these regions while moving on a highway. Cars passing through a region receive information, e.g., traffic advisories. (ii) $E$ is a set of unique user identifiers in an application and $H$ a set of hosts in the Internet. A user may move between hosts while data is continuously being delivered to him.

Traditional transport protocols originally designed for the Internet are not suitable for CBNs due to the
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mismatch between the logical naming of the communication endpoints specific to CBNs and the endpoint naming schemes that these protocols support. The former define application-specific names for endpoints, while the latter use host addresses. As a result, a traditional transport protocol like TCP [15] reduces the connection between application-defined endpoints to a connection between the hosts on which the application executes. This works if the endpoint-to-host binding is permanent or if at least does not change during connection lifetime. In case the mapping changes, for example due to the host moving and attaching to another point in the network, the connection is hard to maintain. A large body of research exists that addresses this problem by adapting existing transport protocols to host mobility [2, 5, 24, 19].

We advocate a transport protocol which preserves and exploits the independence of the endpoint name space, as provided by the CBN, from the host address name space. We call the class of such protocols autonomous transport protocols (ATP). In an autonomous protocol, mobility can be trivially supported as the connection continues to exist between the attribute-named endpoints regardless of the hosts on which they reside.

There are two important characteristics of ATPs over a CBN. First, in order to ensure autonomy of the transport protocol from the network address space, routing must be performed exclusively in the content-based network. If routing were to be done towards hosts where endpoints reside, this means that a specific destination host has to be located in the underlying network at the time a connection is set up. This would result in the connection being bound to specific hosts throughout its lifetime.

Second, nodes in a CBN may act as both routers and hosts where application executes. This enables nodes in the network to participate in the transport protocol, e.g., nodes can temporarily buffer data and become responsible for its delivery. The mechanism we propose to support this behavior is to dynamically split a transport connection. Because the split takes place in the endpoint space of the CBN, the temporary intermediate buffers can be named using the same content-based addressing scheme. In this way, splitting a connection naturally amounts to nodes in the network occasionally piercing into the transport layer and assuming transport functionality for that connection.

Connection split in a CBN provides a clean solution to handling of endpoint mobility and to localized recovery from failures. We believe that end-to-end mechanisms at the transport layer fail to capture and exploit the essence of CBNs and do not properly address their intended use and applications. In contrast, the relaxed end-to-end semantics introduced by connection splitting allows the protocol to use knowledge about the CBN for performance improvements. For example, a split for localized recovery might be useful where end-to-end mechanisms for error recovery would be too expensive, e.g., by avoiding a source-based retransmission that consumes resources at intermediate nodes (power, bandwidth). Several mobile TCP schemes [2, 24], have also suggested a similar approach, trading end-to-end semantics for better performance over a hybrid wired/wireless network. However, they are limited to one permanent, static split, at the boundary of the wired network.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We start with two motivating examples in Section 2. Section 3 presents the ATP model. Section 4 presents design guidelines for ATP protocols. Section 5 summarizes related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Examples

Consider the following example of a content-based network where there is a need for reliable transport protocols: Suppose that each user in a corporation is assigned a badge, which becomes her identity. This identity is unique throughout the corporation and allows her to access a variety of computing resources ranging from her desktop to a smart board. Suppose two users, let us call them Alice and Betty, start a conversation. To initiate a connection, Alice starts her chat application and connects to Betty. Note that both Alice and Betty are unique identifiers in the endpoint name space E of a CBN. The computers they are currently using have a host identifier which is mapped to the endpoints (user identities) by the chat application.

After establishing a connection, Alice and Betty exchange data reliably. Suppose that after a while Betty needs to move and starts using a handheld device which, through an interaction with her badge, automatically acquires her identity in the CBN. Since the connection was set up between users Alice and Betty, not between the machines they are using, it is not broken. The CBN rediscovers Betty (now on her handheld) and resumes the transfer of data. The communication application discovers and sets up the routing paths for the endpoints in the CBN, this time to different hosts in the underlying network.

The above example illustrates a simple scenario with a CBN. This network decouples its endpoint name space from the underlying host name space. The application provides the mapping between the two name spaces as well as routing and lookup in the CBN.

Another scenario for reliable transport protocols is in a geographical CBN over an ad hoc network of cars on a highway. In this case, the CBN defines endpoints as
milestones on the highway, which can be subsequently mapped to cars driving close to that milestone.

In such a network, we can define an application that allows cars to collaborate in order to exchange a continuous stream of updates on road conditions. For instance, a car $A$ located at mile $X$ may want to find out what are the road conditions at mile $Y$. To do this, its collaborative application will request a connection with mile $Y$. A car $B$ in that target area may accept the connection. Subsequently, data acquired by car $B$ will flow to car $A$. Once the transfer is completed, car $A$ can hand over the already established connection to another car $C$ which approaches mile $X$. Car $B$ can do the same for a car $D$ close to mile $Y$. Now, car $C$ and $D$ can execute the same application (or continue it), without paying the cost of connection establishment.

In this way, what we achieve is in fact a connection between mile $X$ and mile $Y$ that can exist as long as there are hosts interested in this connection around mile $X$ and mile $Y$.
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**Figure 2:** An ATP connection in a CBN.
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**Figure 3:** A TCP connection in an IP network.
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**Figure 4:** ATP enables endpoint migration across nodes during connection lifetime.

array variables to describe a generic endpoint name space, and assignments between these variables to describe data transfers. In this model, arrays $a[]$ and $b[]$ designate the content itself, and the array names $a$, $b$ are the endpoint names in the CBN. For example, in the car example in Section 2 the endpoint $a$ represents information available at Mile $Y$ (e.g., a continuous stream of updates on traffic conditions, or a video stream of the highway captured locally) while $b$ is the target endpoint for this information represented by Mile $X$. At different moments in time, $a$ and $b$, respectively, may be mapped to different cars moving through the two locations.

In the CBN, an ATP is responsible for reliable delivery of data between endpoints, which can be expressed as an assignment $b[] = a[]$ (for simplicity, throughout this section we consider unidirectional transport transfers). In other words, the ATP performs $b[0] = a[0]$, $b[1] = a[1]$, etc., regardless of the location of $a$ and $b$. Figure 2 shows a transfer over a CBN built as an Internet overlay.

In the following we assume that application-defined endpoints can be hosted anywhere in the network and are unique. In particular, if $b[]$ is hosted by node $H_2$ and $a[]$ by node $H_1$ and if the endpoints never move, the ATP reduces to a regular TCP to establish a connection between $H_1$ and $H_2$ and transfer $a$ into $b$ (Figure 3). However, because our ATP model defines communication in terms of content names and not network hosts, the content can move (change hosts in our example) during connection lifetime as the connection endpoints do not change their identity (Figure 4).

### 3.1 Endpoint-to-Host Mapping

To perform reliable communication over a CBN, an ATP will eventually use the underlying network. In order to do so the ATP must map endpoints defined
by the application into hosts where they reside using the CBN services for location and routing.

To establish a connection between a and b the ATP will first register the endpoints a and b with the CBN. This allows the endpoints to be located and packets to be routed to them in the CBN. A connection request is then routed to the host H2, where b is located, and an accept for it is routed back to a's host, H1. After the connection is set up, ATP performs an b[] = a[] transfer by sending data and ACKs between a and b through the CBN.

For this transfer, the resolution of an endpoint name into a node can be either eager or lazy. With eager resolution, the mapping of the destination endpoint to a host is performed once for every send(a,b) operation. In our example, a send(a,b) operation would mean that b's destination node address is found first, then data is sent to that node. At the destination, sending an ACK back to a requires locating a's node, then sending the ACK to it. A send(a,b) operation can be formally described in this case as:

```
M = locate(b)
send(a,M)
```

Here, locate uses the location service of the CBN to map the endpoint in the underlying network.

In the eager resolution scheme, packets between endpoints will be routed over the underlying network. This restricts endpoint mobility during the transfer: if b changes location after a send was issued from a, data may not reach it. This problem is solved if lazy resolution is used instead.

With lazy resolution, the mapping of the destination endpoint to a host is performed through routing from a to b in the CBN. In this case, the send(a,b) operation can be formally described as:

```
do
  t = next_hop(b)
  send(t, a)
until (t == b)
```

Here, next_hop finds a next hop on route from a to b in the CBN and content is forwarded to that hop until the target endpoint is matched.

### 3.2 Dynamically Split Connection

Consider for example a scenario where an intermediate node N on the current path used for reliable transport from source endpoint S to destination endpoint D is not able to forward a packet towards D due to a next-hop link failure. The normal behavior of N in a traditional "network layer" would be to drop the packet and possibly reply back with a control packet to the originating host. The source would timeout and retransmit, in the hope that the error is transient and the route would eventually come back up. If this is not the case, the connection is dropped after a number of retransmissions. Some protocols like TCP make an attempt to discover a new route after a few retransmissions, but this is still a sender end-host operation. Such a route repair blindly triggered by a source may result in flooding the network with useless communication for discovering a new route. The reason is that the end host reacts inadvertently to a problem somewhere deep in the network, while it would make more sense instead for the repair to be localized, close to the place where the trouble occurred.

Situations like this suggest that the transport protocol may benefit from augmenting intermediate nodes with transport functionality. In the above example, instead of dropping the packet, N may buffer it while taking corrective action to discover a new route towards destination, instead of leaving this operation to the source.

### 3.2.1 Split Transport Model

With an ATP, a connection can be dynamically split in the CBN by creating new intermediate endpoints and using them to break the original connection in multiple connections. The intermediate endpoints are subsequently registered in the same CBN.

In our example (Figure 5), suppose an endpoint a1 is created on an intermediate node (according to some policy) for splitting the transfer b[] = a[].

This can be described by the following pseudo-code (note that in this high-level description we ignore details of content fragmentation into protocol data units):
\begin{verbatim}
a1[] = a[]
ack(a)

register(a1)
connect(b)
send(a1, b)
\end{verbatim}

The above pseudo-code lists the steps that a node on
the route from \(a\) to \(b\) takes when deciding to participate
in the transfer. It first creates a new endpoint identifier
\(a1\) to name temporarily buffered content. Next, it
starts buffering the data and acknowledges it back to the
\(a\) endpoint. The \texttt{ack(a)} statement marks the actual
moment the connection is split: by acknowledging the
content, the new node commits itself to reliable delivery of \(a\)'s content to \(b\). The source \(a\) would accept the
ACK and discard the corresponding data.

On the forward path (towards \(b\)), \(b\) must be able to
locate the new endpoint to send ACKs to it. For
this, the new node must register itself as the \(a1\)
endpoint. It will next connect to \(b\) using the normal
connection establishment procedure, and continue with
the transfer of its content \(a1[]\) to \(b\). The registration
of \(a1\) ensures that ACKs from \(b\) will be properly
routed towards it. The intermediate endpoint in a split
connection can later switch back to simple forwarding
when it decides to give up its transport functions for a
connection.

Connection splitting can be performed repeatedly on
any segment of the (now) split connection. This results
in multiple intermediate endpoints \(a1, a2, a3, \ldots\), if
needed (e.g., for localized recovery) for delivery of the
original content. The invariants maintained on any
segment are: (i) a source always sends data to the original
destination endpoint; (ii) a destination endpoint
acknowledges data to the last source endpoint.

Note that the scheme exploits routing in the CBN
for efficiency, through an asymmetry in the endpoints
of a split with respect to an intermediate endpoint. An
endpoint needs to know only the identity of its previous
intermediate endpoint (for routing ACKs to it). As a
source, the endpoint does not need to know the identity
of its next intermediate endpoint. It will always send
towards the destination endpoint of the transfer (in
the previous example). The protocol can exploit
this asymmetry: if a link fails on the forward path,
an intermediate endpoint can discover the failure and
trigger a route discovery towards the destination. No
data is lost (since it is buffered), and communication
would resume on the new route.

### 3.2.2 Routing Optimization

With dynamic splitting, the burden shifts to the registration
of the intermediate endpoints, which can be an
expensive operation if registration would be advertised
throughout the CBN. In fact, intermediate endpoints
need only be advertised on a forward segment after a split-up. This will set up reverse path routes for routing
ACKs from the next endpoint.

However, if an ACK cannot be routed back to the inter-
mediate node due to network changes (e.g., endpoint
mobility), then it will be dropped and a retransmission
will take place from the source, causing a new route
to be discovered. An alternate solution is for the ACK
to discover a route before the retransmission timeout
expires.

### 3.3 Fault Tolerance

We can classify the faults in a CBN into two categories:
(i) link failures and (ii) node failures.

Link failures in a CBN are equivalent to a route
failure in the underlying network. Since the route
discovery service of the CBN can discover an alternate
path if available, the transport protocol can use it to
locally recover from link failures. Because any
intermediate node can assume transport responsibility,
such failures can act as triggers for a node at the
“edge” of the failed link to start participating in the
transport protocol. Such a node would simply split the
connection (buffering data for the transfer, etc.) while
invoking in parallel the CBN route discovery service to
find a next hop towards the destination.

Node failures present a bigger challenge for ATP over
a CBN. In the ATP model, we entrust the intermediate
to participate in data transport by splitting
a connection. This relaxes the end-to-end semantics
and relieves the source endpoint from error recovery
operations. In the model, we assume that once an
intermediate node enters the transfer, it commits itself
to reliably delivering to the next endpoint the data it
has acknowledged to the previous endpoint. However,
this approach also increases the probability of data loss
in case of an intermediate node failure.

To ensure that data is reliably delivered, we suggest
that redundant copies of data be kept in the network.
The number of copies in the network may be chosen
by the application according to the network charac-
teristics. For example, if an application chooses to
keep \(k\) copies of the data in the network, each node
releases its data buffers only when it has received \(k\)
local acknowledgements for the data. While the data
buffers are released only on receiving \(k\) ACKs, flow
control in the protocol is still governed by the next
endpoint in the connection. At any given time in the
connection lifetime, we have at least \(k\) copies of the
data buffered in the network. In case of a node failure,
one of the \(k - 1\) endpoints that are buffering initiates
a repair of the replica set.

We outline here a very simple scheme for fault-
tolerant operation in an ATP based on a tandem replica protocol. We call it a tandem protocol because it maintains its replica set on a chain of successive nodes, while propagating it forward on the path towards the destination.

Figure 6 shows an example of its operation, where the size of the tandem set is $k = 2$. We omit naming issues, details of the flow control mechanism, etc. A packet is sent on a connection from source $S$ towards destination $D$. Node $N_1$ becomes the tandem head after it receives it and sends an ACK back to $S$. Next, $N_1$ forwards the packet to the next hop $N_2$ on the route to $D$. Upon receiving the packet, $N_2$ becomes the new head of the tandem: it acknowledges the packet back towards $N_1$ and $S$, and continues moving the tandem forward by sending the packet to the next hop $N_3$ to $D$. The source $S$ knows that it has to stay in the tandem as long as it has not received $k$ ACKs for the packet, which means the tandem has safely moved forward. When the second ACK arrives, $S$ drops its copy of the packet. Note that with respect to the packet (now with copies on $N_1$ and $N_2$) $N_2$ has become a new source. The process is repeated, until the tandem head reaches $D$, which issues a special ACK to release the tail of the tandem.

There are many performance implications of maintaining additional copies of data in the network: additional buffer space is required at each intermediate endpoint in a connection, increased number of packets in the network, etc. A straightforward application of traditional fault tolerance schemes in this context may be too expensive. We believe that schemes for fault tolerance in ATPs should exploit its localized and autonomous nature along with the relaxed end-to-end semantics for better performance.

4 Design Guidelines

We believe that a transport protocol for content-based networks should be autonomous, unconstrained by details of lower-level mechanisms. At the same time, it should take into account and exploit the inherent nature of the CBN architectures for better performance, fault tolerance and flexibility. We identify the following key guidelines that we believe the design of a transport protocol should take into account:

- **Decoupled transport and network name spaces.** The endpoint name space should be decoupled from the physical node name space. The binding between the two is dynamic and may change during the lifetime of a connection.

- **Flexible endpoint naming scheme.** The endpoint naming scheme is solely managed by the application. The transport protocol does not enforce a particular endpoint naming scheme. The application is responsible for uniqueness of endpoint identifiers. The CBN must provide a service for registering endpoint names to the protocol.

- **Flexible routing and discovery.** There is no pre-defined routing infrastructure or preferred discovery mechanism. Routing can be content based, property based, etc. In general, an application can choose to implement its own discovery and routing mechanisms. The CBN must provide a service for endpoint location and routing.

- **Handling network instability.** No assumptions should be made on network stability. The network can be heterogeneous in terms of volatility. For example, it may be highly stable in some regions, while containing pockets or zones of high instability. The protocol must be able to adapt to such situations.

- **Relaxed end-to-end semantics.** The protocol should not be confined to rigid end-to-end semantics. It should exploit the intermediate nodes’ ability to locally participate in protocol processing by creating intermediate endpoints when necessary and splitting connections. However, it should be flexible enough to fall-back to rigid end-to-end semantics when needed.

5 Related Work

Localized algorithms (simple local node behavior towards a global goal) have been advocated for sensor network coordination [10]. While the nature of the problem (data transport vs. coordination) is different in our case and the setup might be different in various types of networks, we believe that this idea reflects
a salient feature of networks addressable by content. We believe that data transport protocols should also exploit it and depart from the traditional end-to-end model, using cooperation between in-network nodes and moving towards localized mechanisms.

Recent work on large networks of embedded systems has focused on developing data aggregation and collection protocols [10, 13], new naming and addressing schemes for sensor networks [9], and system architectures for fixed-function sensor networks [12]. In particular [10, 13] have argued for attribute-based (data-centric) naming and dissemination of data in sensor networks. Recently, [6] proposed cooperative computing as a solution for programming distributed applications in unstable networks with unknown configurations, using application-controlled routing.

A number of systems that use naming by content for location and routing have been designed in the context of peer-to-peer services over the Internet [21, 17, 25, 18]. All these systems use distributed hashing schemes over named content for content location and build overlays over IP for location and routing. Work has also been done in the area of non-conventional schemes for location and routing based on names in the Internet [1, 11]. However, none of the above systems is concerned with using names to conduct communication between peers.

A source of inspiration for this work was our previous experience with connection migration in a standard transport protocol. We have developed Migratory TCP (M-TCP) [22, 20, 23], a reliable, connection-oriented protocol that enables transparent connection endpoint migration. Maintaining TCP compatibility while enabling a connection endpoint to move transparently to the other endpoint proved to be a hard problem we had to solve in M-TCP. This determined us to question the feasibility of a TCP-like migratory or mobile protocol in content-based networks.

A vast amount of work has been done in adapting the TCP to vagaries of wireless links, either in mixed wireless/wired or in all-wireless networks. Several feedback-based approaches rely on additional support from intermediate nodes to discriminate congestion from link failure: Explicit Loss Notification [4], Explicit Bad State Notification [3], TCP-F [8], TCP-BuS [14]. In some cases [14], they use ad hoc mechanisms for localized route repair (based on augmenting intermediate nodes with limited buffering functions). However, a sender is still responsible for error recovery as the main goal is to preserve TCP compatibility and, with it, the strong end-to-end semantics on which all TCP mechanisms are built. None of these schemes departs in a significant way from the end-to-end model.

Mobile-TCP approaches adapt TCP’s behavior on the last one-hop wireless link between the mobile host and a base station connected to the wired network. Snooping protocols [5] monitor TCP traffic at the base station, build caches of unacknowledged data, and perform local recovery from wireless losses by link-layer retransmission. Split-connection protocols [2, 7, 24] split the TCP connection and handle traffic on behalf of the mobile host at the base station, thus breaking the end-to-end semantics. While the relaxed semantics of a split-connection Mobile TCP is an artifact of the adaptation solution, our split-connection protocols are explicitly built on this idea, applied throughout the network. In our ATP model, connections can be dynamically split, and a split may not be permanent. In our protocol, splitting can be used for more than just simple protocol adaptation: link failure recovery, error control, endpoint mobility, etc.

6 Conclusions

We have argued for a new approach to building autonomous transport protocols for content-based networks. This approach differs from current transport protocols such as TCP, where endpoints are bound to host addresses in the network, and the protocol enforces strong end-to-end semantics. We identify two key design principles for autonomous protocols: (i) an endpoint name space decoupled from the network host address space and (ii) relaxed end-to-end semantics, which allows intermediate nodes in the network to be dynamically involved in the transport.

We have used these principles to describe an autonomous transport protocol with dynamic connection splitting for reliable communication in content-based networks. To our best knowledge, this is the first attempt to discuss transport protocols in content-based networks. The approach we propose is by no means final, as many details were not discussed in this paper. We expect this paper, however, to challenge the current view on transport protocols and generate further research.
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